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Over the last three decades, several despeckling filters have been developed by researchers to reduce the
speckle noise inherently present in ultrasound B-scan images without losing the diagnostic information.
This paper compiles and compares well-known techniques mostly used in the smoothing or suppression of
speckle noise in ultrasound images. A comparison of the methods studied is done based on an experiment,
using quality metrics, texture analysis and interpretation of row profiles to evaluate their performance and
show the benefits each one can contribute to denoising and feature preservation. To test the methods,
a noise-free image of a kidney is used and then the Field II program simulates a B-mode ultrasound
image. This way, the smoothing techniques can be compared using numeric metrics, taking the noise-free
image as a reference. In this study, a total of seventeen different speckle reduction algorithms have been
documented based on spatial filtering, diffusion filtering and wavelet filtering, with fifteen qualitative
metrics estimation. We use the tendencies observed in our study in real images. A new evaluation metric
is proposed to evaluate the despeckling results.
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1. Introduction
Image quality metrics are figures of merit used for ultrasound speckle reduction evaluation. In this
study we consider several image quality metrics and study their behavior when evaluating various
ultrasound despeckling filters.
Medical ultrasound imaging is a technique that has become much more widespread than other
medical imaging techniques since this technique is more accessible, less expensive, safe, simpler to
use and produces images in real-time. However, ultrasound images are degraded by an intrinsic
artifact called ’speckle’, which is the result of the constructive and destructive coherent summation
of ultrasound echoes (Ortiz 2012).
Speckle noise in ultrasound biomedical B-scan images is a random granular pattern produced
mainly by multiplicative noise that degrades the visual evaluation in ultrasound imaging and does
not correspond to the actual tissue microstructure and tends to mask the presence of low-contrast
lesions and fine structures (Wagner 1983) as shown in Figure 1. It is generated by the fact that
there are a number of elementary scatterers within each resolution cell of the image that reflect the
incident wave back towards the ultrasound sensor. The backscattered coherent waves with different
phases undergo constructive and destructive interferences in a random manner.
Removing noise from the original image is still a challenging research in image processing (Ortiz
2012; Huang 2013). The presence of speckle noise severely degrades the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
and contrast resolution of the image, making human interpretation and computer assisted detection
techniques difficult and inconsistent. Therefore, a speckle reduction process is quite necessary in low
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(a) (b)
Figure 1. Speckle noise. (a) Real ultrasound image. (b) Simulated ultrasound image.
SNR, low contrast ultrasound images for enhancing visualization of organ anatomy and improving
the accuracy of object detection without affecting the important diagnostic features of the image
(Finn 2011).
A smoothing of speckle and preservation of edges are in a general sense divergent. A trade-off
between noise reduction and the preservation of the actual image features and contrast has to
be made in order to enhance the relevant image content for diagnostic purposes. Best contrast is
meant in the sense of decreasing the variance in a homogeneous region while distinct regions are
well defined.
Thakur and Anand (Thakur 2005) presented a comparative study of various wavelet filter based
denoising methods according to different thresholding values applied to ultrasound images. In
(Mateo 2009), the authors investigate some of the techniques mostly used in the smoothing or sup-
pression of speckle noise in ultrasound images. In a recent paper (Finn 2011) a detailed description
and comparison of speckle reduction of medical ultrasound, and in particular echocardiography, is
presented using fifteen speckle reduction filters and five quality metrics. Although they used simu-
lated images, the speckle noise used on those images is not consistent with the predominate noise
that is presented in ultrasound images. To a more realistic simulation of ultrasound speckle noise,
the Field II program (Jensen 2004) is used to simulate B-mode ultrasound images. This model
takes into account the effects of frequency-dependent attenuation, backscattering, and dispersion.
This article investigates and compiles well-known techniques used in the smoothing or suppression
of speckle noise in ultrasound images. A comparison of the methods studied is done based in
real ultrasound images and in computer simulated images, using quality metrics to test their
performance and show the benefits each one can contribute. A new evaluation metric is proposed
based on local similarity map and edge preservation.
2. Speckle Filtering Techniques
As a primary low-level image processing procedure, speckle noise removal has been extensively
studied and many denoising algorithms have been proposed. They are divided mainly into three
classes: (i) techniques that are applied directly in the original image, (ii) techniques based on
anisotropic diffusion and (iii) techniques that are applied in the wavelet domain.
2.1 Adaptive local filters
Adaptive filters take a moving filter window and estimate the statistical characteristics of the
image inside the filter region, such as the local mean and the local variance. Spatial adaptive filters
like median, (Lee 1980), (Frost 1982) and (Kuan 1985) filters assume that the speckle noise is
essentially a multiplicative noise. Wiener filter (Jin 2003) performs smoothing of the image based
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on the computation of local image variance. Ideal Fourier and Butterworth filtering performs image
enhancement by applying the filter function and inverse FFT on the image (Loizou 2008). Bilateral
filtering technique (Tomasi 1998), basically is a combination of a spatial and range filter, where
each output pixel value is a Gaussian weighted average of its neighbours in both space and intensity
range. This nonlinear combination of nearby pixel values, gives the well-known good performance
of this filter in smoothing while preserving edges.
2.2 Anisotropic diffusion filters
Diffusion filters remove noise from an image by modifying the image via solving a partial dif-
ferential equation (Yu 2010; Deng 2011). Speckle reducing filters based on anisotropic diffusion
algorithms were introduced by Perona and Malik (Perona 1990) (PMAD). Unlike conventional
spatial filtering techniques that do not protect region boundaries or small structures, anisotropic
diffusion techniques can simultaneously eliminate noise and preserve or even enhance edges (Perona
1990). Because of this attractive feature, many researchers have applied anisotropic diffusion tech-
niques in speckle noise reduction. Weickert (Weickert 1999) introduced the coherence enhancing
diffusion (CED), that allows the level of smoothing to vary directionally by a tensor-valued diffu-
sion function. Yu and Acton (Yu 2002) first introduced partial differential equation by integrating
the spatially adaptive (Lee 1980) filter and the Perona-Malik diffusion, which they called Speckle
Reducing Anisotropic Diffusion (SRAD). SRAD provides significant improvement in speckle sup-
pression and edge preservation when compared to traditional methods like Lee, Frost and Kuan
filters. In (Fu 2005) is proposed the edge enhanced anisotropic diffusion (EEAD) method that
includes anisotropic diffusion and edge enhancement. Krissian et al. (Krissian 2007) proposed the
oriented speckle reducing anisotropic diffusion (OSRAD) filter which allows different levels of fil-
tering across the image contours and in the principal curvature directions.
2.3 Wavelet filters
Wavelet transform, unlike Fourier transform, shows localization in both time and frequency and it
has proved itself to be an efficient tool for noise removal (Khare 2010). One widespread method ex-
ploited for speckle reduction is wavelet shrinkage, including VisuShrink (Donoho 1994), SureShrink
(Donoho 1995) and BayeShrink (Chang 2000). A wavelet-based multiscale linear minimum mean
square-error estimation (LMMSE) is proposed in (Zhang 2005), where an interscale model, the
wavelet coefficients with the same spatial location across adjacent scales, was combined as a vec-
tor, to which the LMMSE in then applied.
3. Image Quality Evaluation Metrics
As shown above, a large variety of speckle reduction filters have been proposed. Evaluating the
relative performance of these filters has been obtained by a number of different methods.
Common techniques for evaluating relative performance are quantitative image quality metrics,
and qualitative inspection, often by the authors themselves. A great deal of effort has been made
in recent years to develop objective image quality metrics that correlate with perceived quality
measurement. Test data for evaluation includes clinical and phantom images, as well as simulated
ultrasound which allows evaluation of filtering relative to an ideal speckle free reference. However,
the measurement of ultrasound image enhancement is difficult and there is no unique algorithm
available to measure enhancement of ultrasound image (Wang 2011).
In this study, resulting images were evaluated using several quality evaluation metrics such as
average difference (AD), Pratt’s figure of merit (FOM), root mean square error (RMSE), signal
to noise ratio (SNR), peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), maximum difference (MD), normalized
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absolute error (NAE), normalized cross-correlation (NK), structural content (SC), coefficient of
correlation (CoC), universal quality index (UQI), quality index based on local variance (QILV),
Laplacian mean square error (LMSE), mean structural similarity quality index (MSSIM). This last
metric is not just an index, as it includes a visibility error map for viewing areas where both original
image and distorted image are different. We also propose a new metric which combines the edge
preservation evaluation with a local similarity map to obtain the Speckle Reduction Score (SRS).
Consider f (i, j) as the original image and g (i, j) as the filtered image, with m× n size.
• Signal to noise ratio (SNR): A common way to evaluate the noise suppression in the case of
multiplicative noise in coherent imaging. It compares the level of desired signal with respect
to the level of background noise
SNR = 10log10
∑
f(i, j)2∑
(f (i, j)− g (i, j))2
(1)
• Root mean square error (RMSE): It is the root average of the square of the difference between
original and the denoised image intensity values divided by the size of the image
RMSE =
√∑
(f (i, j)− g (i, j))2
m× n
(2)
A higher/lower RMSE value corresponds to maximum/minimum difference between the orig-
inal and the denoised image;
• Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR): It provides the quality of the image in terms of a ratio
between the maximum possible power of the signal and the denoised image
PSNR = 20log10
255
RMSE
(3)
Higher PSNR value shows better image quality;
• Pratt’s figure of merit (FOM) (Pratt 2007): It measures the performance of edge preservation
of the image
FOM =
1
max (EI , EF )
EF∑
i=1
1
1 + αd2i
(4)
where EI and EF are the number of ideal and actual filtered edge pixels. di is the Euclidean
distance between the i-th detected edge pixel and the nearest ideal edge pixel, and α is a
constant typically set to 1/9.
FOM strongly depends on the method used to obtain a binary edge map. Instead of using a
different edge detector that maximizes FOM for each speckle reduction algorithm, we apply
the same detector, the Canny detector, to provide a fair comparison of algorithms. FOM
ranges between 0 and 1, with unity for the ideal performance on preserving edges;
• Normalized cross-correlation (NK): It is a correlation based image quality measure and its
value is unity for identical images
NK =
∑
(f (i, j) · g (i, j))∑
(f (i, j))2
(5)
• Average difference (AD): It measures the average difference value between a particular pixel
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in the original and denoised image
AD =
|
∑
(g (i, j)− f (i, j))|
m× n
(6)
• Maximum difference (MD): Maximum difference between the original and denoised image
MD = max (max (g (i, j)− f (i, j))) (7)
• Normalized absolute error (NAE): It measures the error prediction accuracy of the image
NAE =
∑
abs (g (i, j)− f (i, j))∑
abs (f (i, j))
(8)
• Structural content (SC): Structural content is given by
SC =
∑
f(i, j)2∑
g(i, j)2
(9)
• Laplacian mean square error (LMSE): An important attribute of image quality is local con-
trast. The basic approach of evaluating image local contrast is the Laplacian mean square
error
LMSE =
∑(
OP − 4∇2 (g (i, j))
)2∑
OP 2
(10)
where OP is given by
OP = 4∇2 (f (i, j)) (11)
where ∇2 is the Laplace operator;
• Coefficient of correlation (CoC): Indicates the strength and direction of linear relationship
between the original and denoised images
CoC =
∑
(f (i, j)− µf ) · (g (i, j)− µg)√∑
(f (i, j)− µf )
2·
∑
(g (i, j)− µg)
2
(12)
where µf and µg are the mean of the noise free and denoised image respectively.
• Universal quality index (UQI) (Wang 2002): It is designed by modeling any image distortion
as a combination of three factors - loss of correlation, luminance distortion, and contrast
distortion
UQI =
4σf,gµfµg(
σ2f + σ
2
g
)
·
(
µ2f + µ
2
g
) (13)
where µ and σ2 are the mean intensity and the variance of each image and σf,g is the
covariance between them. UQI ranges between −1 and 1, with unity for the best filtered
image quality.
• Mean structural similarity index map (MSSIM) (Wang 2004): MSSIM is used to compare
luminance, contrast and structure of two different images. It can be treated as a similarity
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measure between images. The MSSIM of two images can be calculated as
MSSIM =
∑
SSIM (f, g)
m× n
(14)
with SSIM as
SSIM (f, g) =
(2µfµg + C1) · (2σf,g + C2)(
µ2f + µ
2
g + C1
)
·
(
σ2f + σ
2
g + C2
) (15)
where µ and σ2 are the mean intensity and the variance of each image, σf,g is the covariance
between them, and C1 and C2 are two constants to avoid instability when µ
2
f + µ
2
g is very
close to zero and are defined as Ci = (255 · ki)
2 in which ki << 1. The MSSIM value should
be closer to unity for optimal measure of similarity;
• Quality index based on local variance (QILV) (Aja-Fernandez 2006): It is based on the as-
sumption that a great amount of the structural information of an image is coded in its local
variance distribution.
QILV (f, g) =
2µfµg
µ2f + µ
2
g
·
2σfσg
σ2f + σ
2
g
·
σf,g
σfσg
(16)
The first term in eq. (16) carries out a comparison between the mean of the local variance
distributions of both images. The second one compares the standard deviation of the local
variances. The third term is the one to introduce spatial coherence. To avoid some computa-
tional problems with small values, some constants may be added to every term.
Note that though there is a great similarity between eq. (16) and the SSIM index in eq.
(15), the latter is the mean of the local statistics of the images, and the former deals with
the global statistics of the local variances of the images.
• Speckle reduction score (SRS): Although the MSSIM index has shown to be a very useful
index in many experiments, cases may arise in which the quality measure obtained does not
match properly a subjective judgment based on the visual information. We propose a new
metric, Speckle Reduction Score (SRS), which computation consists of two stages. In the
first stage, the local similarity map is computed, and then in the second stage, we pool the
similarity map into a single similarity score.
SRS =
(2µfµg + C1) · (2σf,g + C2)(
µ2f + µ
2
g + C1
)
·
(
σ2f + σ
2
g + C2
) · ∑
(
∇2f −∇2g
)2∑
(∇2f)2
(17)
where C1 and C2 are positive constants to increase the stability of SRS and ∇
2 is the Laplace
operator.
4. Implementation of Despeckling Algorithms and Results
In this section, the performance of applying the seventeen despeckling filters, described in Section
2, on simulated data and on real ultrasound images, is evaluated with fifteen quantitative metrics.
4.1 Experiments with synthetic images
To evaluate the effects of denoising filters on noisy images it is necessary to have reference images
(without noise or with low noise level) used to compare the output of filtering and quantify the
7
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(a) (b)
Figure 2. Simulated speckle noise. (a) Noisy Field II image. (b) Reference MRI image for the comparison.
Table 1. Image quality evaluation metrics computed for the 17 despeckling filters. The arrow under each metric indicates the
expected tendency for the best despeckling filters.
Metrics RMSE SNR PSNR LMSE MD AD NK CoC NAE UQI QILV FOM SC MSSIM SRS
↓ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↓ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↑
Noise 38.82 10.84 16.35 1.14 154 22.23 0.77 0.67 0.32 0.09 0.73 0.21 1.49 0.20 0.22
Median 34.46 11.80 17.38 3.61 139 22.37 0.79 0.76 0.29 0.15 0.74 0.44 1.45 0.47 1.68
Lee 33.28 12.03 17.74 27.43 121 22.31 0.79 0.76 0.32 0.17 0.73 0.36 1.47 0.53 14.54
Frost 33.37 12.03 17.66 43.32 120 22.08 0.80 0.79 0.29 0.16 0.75 0.48 1.42 0.53 23.09
Kuan 34.06 11.86 17.49 2.65 121 21.82 0.79 0.76 0.29 0.14 0.75 0.38 1.43 0.44 1.17
Wiener 34.12 11.85 17.47 2.53 128 21.84 0.79 0.76 0.29 0.15 0.75 0.33 1.43 0.47 1.18
Fourier 34.96 11.65 17.26 15.57 138 21.51 0.79 0.74 0.30 0.14 0.73 0.45 1.44 0.42 6.47
Butterworth 34.29 11.80 17.43 14.76 131 21.43 0.79 0.75 0.29 0.15 0.74 0.45 1.43 0.45 6.69
Bilateral 33.42 12.02 17.65 47.20 122 22.25 0.80 0.79 0.29 0.17 0.75 0.55 1.43 0.54 25.38
PMAD 33.19 12.06 17.71 44.29 122 21.70 0.80 0.78 0.29 0.16 0.75 0.36 1.42 0.54 23.69
CED 35.72 11.50 17.07 2.33 130 22.22 0.78 0.73 0.30 0.12 0.74 0.24 1.46 0.33 0.76
SRAD 38.35 11.18 16.46 41.31 134 28.88 0.75 0.78 0.31 0.16 0.72 0.33 1.63 0.50 20.62
EEAD 34.09 11.84 17.48 2.80 131 21.32 0.80 0.75 0.29 0.15 0.75 0.44 1.42 0.45 1.25
OSRAD 49.25 9.66 15.09 11.38 141 27.72 0.73 0.70 0.33 0.15 0.69 0.27 1.66 0.48 5.46
VisuShrink 35.63 11.52 17.10 1.48 133 22.23 0.78 0.73 0.30 0.12 0.74 0.29 1.46 0.33 0.48
SureShrink 33.65 11.99 17.59 48.63 139 22.20 0.79 0.78 0.29 0.18 0.75 0.47 1.44 0.52 25.39
BayeShrink 33.65 11.99 18.71 47.06 137 22.21 0.79 0.78 0.29 0.18 0.75 0.46 1.44 0.52 24.52
LMMSE 33.42 12.04 17.65 60.98 123 22.23 0.80 0.79 0.29 0.17 0.76 0.54 1.43 0.53 32.52
improvement in image quality. Usually both noisy and reference images might be obtained with the
same scanner and under the same running conditions. This is very difficult because of the highly
operator dependence of the ultrasound exams and the random variation of scattering and speckle
phenomena in each acquisition. In this case, conventional metrics cannot be used to indicate the
quality obtained with speckle filtering. For this, it is useful to use synthetic images obtained for
example by means of anatomic phantoms or by computer simulations for comparison. In our study,
Field II (Jensen 2004) is used to simulate a B-mode ultrasound image (Figure 2.a) of an MRI
noise-free image of a kidney as the reference image for filtering evaluation (Figure 2.b).
Table 1 summarizes the performance of the speckle filters, applied to the simulated image, through
the calculation of several performance metrics. The best value for each metric is showed in bold.
Some of the filtered images are shown in Figure 3. The profile for each image is obtained from
column in white on the noise free image.
Although the metrics used in this study produce different scores for different levels of despeckling,
the variability of the results is very low in most of them. The exceptions are LMSE, FOM, MSSIM
and SRS. However, as FOM quantifies only the average distortion in edge pixel locations between
each filtered image it does not evaluate the speckle reduction inside the regions.
The quantitative comparisons show that several filters can reduce speckle noise effectively in
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Noise free Noise Lee Frost
Kuan Bilateral PMAD CED
SRAD VisuShrink SureShrink LMMSE
Figure 3. Filtering result comparison. The first two images are the noise free image and the simulated ultrasound speckle noise
image. The other ones are filtered images with profiles generated by the despeckling filters described in Section 2.
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terms of noise reduction, edge preservation, contrast preservation, and structure preservation. The
output of the local adaptive filters vary in the speckle suppression level: the Lee, Frost and Bilateral
remove most of the speckle pattern with some blurring. The Kuan, Wiener and Median filter remove
considerably less of the speckle pattern. The anisotropic diffusion filters also exhibit a range of
output quality. The PMAD and SRAD filters both display good speckle suppression. The CED
filter displays artifacts, introduced by the enhancement of image contours (including those of the
speckle texture). Finally, the wavelet filters output displays a good level of speckle reduction, the
exception is the VisuShrink filter where some of the speckle pattern does still remain.
From Figure 3, we find that the speckle noise is reduced in homogeneous regions by almost every
methods. The intensity variation caused by speckle in the background is still obvious in the images
filtered by Kuan, CED and VisuShrink filters. The values obtained for the performance metric,
indicate that the best despeckling filters are LMMSE, SureShrink, Bilateral, BayeShrink, PMAD
and Frost. Filters Median, CED and VisuShrink exhibit poor performance results.
4.2 Experiments on real ultrasound images
Performance of a despeckling algorithm can also be subjectively measured by visual inspection
of enhanced images by experts. For this purpose, we applied the different filters evaluated in the
previous sections to real ultrasound images. The despeckling results and the profile of the white
column, in the first image, are shown in Figure 4.
By visually inspecting the images and the column profiles it can be seen that the results with real
ultrasound images are consistent with the evaluation made with simulated images. The Kuan, CED
and VisuShrink filters output still contains some speckle noise. In general, the filters have produced
good results in maintaining the edges, although in Sureshrink we can see some smoothing.
5. Conclusion
This paper compares some of the different algorithms and methods currently used to smooth
speckle noise in medical ultrasound images. A new evaluation metric is proposed to evaluate the
despeckling results. A comparative study of noise suppression methods in ultrasound images was
carried out on a noise-free synthetic image of a kidney. We have used the Field II software to corrupt
the image, adding the typical noise in ultrasound images. Afterwards we have shown some of the
most common smoothing techniques over this image using numeric metrics, taking the noise-free
image as a reference. In this study, a total of seventeen different speckle reduction algorithms have
been documented based on spatial filtering, diffusion filtering and wavelet filtering, with fifteen
qualitative metrics estimation. At the second stage the effects of applying the speckle filtering
techniques were tested on data acquired in real ultrasound images.
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